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SQL Server Integration Services is groundbreaking. It exists for both the DBA and the developer, as well as that new role SSIS has created between the two--the data artisan.
Pro SQL Server 2005 Integration Services contains everything you could ever hope to know about this exciting new development from Microsoft: developer insight, Microsoft group manager--level access, personal experience of using the technology in the real-world, and fine-grained analysis. If you want to rapidly gain knowledge and context from your data, Microsoft's latest and greatest interpretation of Enterprise Application Integration, SQL Server Integration Services, is for you. As part of the extensive SQL Server suite, Integration Services is a more serious and expandable interpretation of the integration paradigm than previously available. At once both simple to use yet incredibly complex, it goes far beyond being a reimagining and reengineering of DTS, and it's all presented in a familiar Visual Studio context. It's Agile, it's service-oriented, it's everything to everyone.

Written for the developer, the DBA, and the data artisan, Pro SQL Server 2005 Integration Services will show you how to develop and deploy enterprise SSIS solutions in multibillion-item environments. It's everything SSIS, explained for everyone!

What you'll learn

	Understand how to develop and deploy SSIS solutions that will perform in multibillion-item environments from an author who has been there and done it.
	Build bespoke custom components tailored to your project's exact requirements.
	Create perfomant and scalable solutions with an eye to future requirements and upgrades.


Who is this book for?

This book is for anyone working with SQL Server who has an interest in the Integration Services technology. Deep experience of SQL Server 2005 is not expected, however, you should be comfortable with fundamental techniques.

About the Apress Pro Series

The Apress Pro series books are practical, professional tutorials to keep you on and moving up the professional ladder. 

You have gotten the job, now you need to hone your skills in these tough competitive times. The Apress Pro series expands your skills and expertise in exactly the areas you need. Master the content of a Pro book, and you will always be able to get the job done in a professional development project. Written by experts in their field, Pro series books from Apress give you the hard-won solutions to problems you will face in your professional programming career.

About the Author

Jim Wightman is a Microsoft trained and certified technical specialist with over 25 years of experience.

A key technical advisor, solution provider, developer, innovator, and inventor for clients throughout the UK, USA, and Saudi Arabia, Jim currently specializes in OLTP and OLAP database design and development. Most recently, he has concentrated particularly on engineering SQL Server 2005 toolset solutions to hold and manipulate multiple-terabyte, massive-throughput databases for law enforcement and intelligence use.       
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E-Human Resources Management: Managing Knowledge PeopleIdea Group Publishing, 2004
This book provides a deep discussion about e-HRM issues so the reader can  have a thoughtful background about the key role played by those who  participate in e-HRM activities. A variety of experiences are provided to  involve the reader in real problems an     

       About the Author

    Teresa Torres...
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Information-Theoretic Methods in Data ScienceCambridge University Press, 2020

	Learn about the state-of-the-art at the interface between information theory and data science with this first unified treatment of the subject. Written by leading experts in a clear, tutorial style, and using consistent notation and definitions throughout, it shows how information-theoretic methods are being used in data acquisition, data...
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VoIP Voice and Fax Signal ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Voice over IP (VoIP) gained popularity through actual deployments and by making use of VoIP - based telephone and fax calls with global roaming and connectivity via the Internet. Several decades of effort have gone into VoIP, and these efforts are benefi tting real applications. Several valuable books have been published by experts in the fi eld....
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Anger ManagementSage Publications, 2009

	Anger is an emotional response when we face an obstruction in reaching our

	target. Everyday life is fi lled with many such examples when we do not get

	what we desire and get frustrated and angry. The anger management book

	is written to help laymen to understand these everyday confl icting situations

	leading to anger and related...
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Deadly ImbalancesColumbia University Press, 1998
At the height of its power in the summer of 1942, Hitlerite Germany had enslaved four hundred million people; its empire stretched from the Mediterranean to the Arctic, from the English Channel to the Black Sea and almost to the Caspian. Between the Ukrainian steppes and the Pyrenees only Switzerland remained free. Even Mussolini, whom Hitler once...
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Identification of Physical Systems: Applications to Condition Monitoring, Fault Diagnosis, Soft Sensor and Controller DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Identification of a physical system deals with the problem of identifying its mathematical model using the measured input and output data. As the physical system is generally complex, nonlinear, and its input–output data is corrupted noise, there are fundamental theoretical and practical issues that need to be...
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